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Professor Gallieno Denardo worked for a good part o f his 
scientific career at the University of Trieste, bei ng a 
student, teaching Physics and doing research on pro blems 
of general relativity. He wrote his research papers  for 
professional journals such as Classical and Quantum  
Gravity and Nuclear Physics.  
 
At some point in his life, Gallieno became attached  to 
the International Center for International Physics (ICTP), 
and the event seems to have changed his life. He, i n turn, 
changed ICTP. I would like to mention a little abou t both 
aspects. My views are personal and cannot be regard ed as 
professional in a proper historical sense: I knew 
Gallieno well (and he played a key role in my decid ing to 
move to ICTP), but our interactions lasted for only  four 
years and a few months. I believe, however, that th e bond 
we developed was stronger than might be suggested b y the 
duration of these interactions. 
 
Gallieno was affected deeply by the difficulties th at 
scientists in some developing countries face in the ir 
pursuit of scholarly work. He saw that ICTP provide d the 
opportunity for doing something constructive about this 
difficult situation, and went about the process in a 
methodical way. 
 
Gallieno played a key role in nurturing ICTP’s Offi ce of 
External Activities; in this role, he kept close an d 
personal contact with many scientists, especially i n 
Africa. He gave as much attention as needed to ever yone 
with whom he was involved. I know that many scienti sts 
from developing countries felt that he was giving e ach of 
them his full attention. He was keenly aware of the ir 
difficulties ─ but he also knew what measures would be 
appropriate to solve them. He played a key role in the 
process of building affiliate centers and other gro ups in 
developing countries in Africa, Asia and Latin Amer ica. 
 
In particular, Gallieno saw optics, especially its 
experimental aspects, as an important ingredient ne eded 
for building the research infrastructure and teachi ng 
capacity of physicists in developing countries. Eve n 



though his own field of research was not optics, he  saw 
its relevance for a number of areas of basic scienc es, 
and, through the involvement of a number of interes ted 
people over the world, created a large optics commu nity 
at ICTP. In particular, he used the ICTP College on  
Optics as a key mechanism for promoting research as  well 
as training and educational activities in this broa d 
field. His mode of operation was exemplary: he co-o pted 
most optics societies across the world in this effo rt and 
was relentless in promoting the subject without bei ng 
pushy. It is amazing that he built up lasting enthu siasm 
for the subject at ICTP, considering that the Centr e did 
not have large local expertise; I believe that his modus 
operandi was most effective under the circumstances . 
 
Gallieno assumed many other roles at ICTP. For inst ance, 
he had a special interest in Eastern Europe, with s trong 
empathy for Central European cultures, particularly  
Slavic (he spoke fluent Slovenian) ─ and he devoted much 
energy to create working links with ICTP. Naturally , he 
had many friends in that part of the world. He was keen 
to nurture ICTP’s relationships with the Internatio nal 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna; he considere d it 
as vital and strategic. He built up programs of San dwich 
Ph.D. degrees for students whose official registrat ion 
would be in a developing country but with co-superv isors 
either at ICTP or in one of the other collaborating  
institutions.  
 
In all these instances, Gallieno’s vision was not 
grandiose but pragmatic and practical. 
 
Last year, ICTP celebrated “Africa Day” at the inst ance 
of the Africa Department of the Italian Ministry of  
Foreign Affairs. Several African scientists, young and 
old, spoke at the meeting. For those who knew Galli eno’s 
involvement in Africa, it came as no surprise that the 
meeting turned out, unplanned, to be a celebration of his 
contributions to African science. Nearly everyone 
acknowledged the warmth and personal involvement th at he 
evinced on ICTP’s projects in Africa. In his unassu ming 
way, he brushed off this honor simply by saying tha t 
people were exaggerating, and that he “could not ha ve 
done anything without ICTP”. Those who knew the det ails 
were aware that Gallieno deserved everything that w as 
said of him that day.  
 
Recently, ICTP organized a memorial day for Gallien o 
Denardo recently and released all the condolence me ssages 
and articles written about him. These messages can be 
found at the website: http://portal.ictp.it/denardo  The 



Centre also dedicated a classroom for his memory an d 
converted the prize jointly given with the Internat ional 
Commission for Optics from its former name of ICO-I CTP 
Prize to ICO-ICTP Gallieno Denardo Prize. This priz e is 
given annually to recognize an outstanding and youn g 
optics researcher in developing countries.  
 
If we at ICTP (and others elsewhere) continue to em ulate 
the traits that Gallieno Denardo exemplified throug h his 
steady work, we will have served his memory well. 
 
 
 
 
 


